
The	following	is	a	condensed	proto-draft	of	a	lecture	on	expression	in	contemporary	

art	that	was	delivered	via	Zoom	on	September	25,	2021.		

	

																																											Expression	in	Contemporary	Art	

						

1.	How	might	we	approach	the	topic	of	expression	in	art?	One	prominent	approach	

in	philosophizing	about	the	arts	begins	with	asking	the	question	‘What	is	art?’,	and	

then	seeking	an	answer	in	the	form	of	a	definition	that	states	the	necessary	and	

sufficient	conditions	for	a	thing	being	an	instance	of	art.	A	successful	definition-

centered	account	of	art	must	then	further	provide	some	mechanisms	or	rules	of	

judgment	whereby	instances	of	are	distinguishable	from	two	other	classes	of	things.	

One	heterogeneous	class	of	things	would	‘ordinary’	objects	such	as	everyday	

actions,	artifacts,	and	naturally	occurring	objects.	So	the	account	must	provide	

reliable	means	of	relevantly	distinguishing,	on	the	one	hand,	ordinary	monochrome	

exterior	walls	and	my	joyful	rhythmic	hopping	at	the	thought	of	the	imminent	

demise	of	capitalism,	from	on	the	other	hand	a	painting	by	Barnett	Newman	and	the	

performance	of	a	dance	choreographed	by	Twyla	Tharp;	the	latter,	and	not	the	

former,	are	instances	of	art,	and	the	account	must	provide	some	account	of	why.	A	

great	many	of	such	accounts	have	been	offered	in	the	past	century,	and	the	story	of	

these	proposals	and	their	seeming	defeat	through	counter-examples	is	by	now	a	

standard	topic	in	academic	teaching.	For	this	line	of	thinking	‘expression’	plays	the	

role	of	a	failed	answer	to	the	question	‘What	is	art?’,	one	that	was	offered	in	the	

wake	of	the	great	shift	in	European	artistic	sensibility	around	the	turn	of	the	

nineteenth	century,	a	shift	that	was	famously	described	by	M.	H.	Abrams	the	

replacement	of	the	theory	that	art	is	fundamentally	an	imitation	of	nature	to	the	

new	Romantic	theory	that	art	is	an	expression,	especially	of	the	mind,	sensibility,	

moods,	and	emotions	of	the	artist.	In	terms	of	emblematic	metaphors,	this	is	the	

shift	from	conceiving	art	as	a	mirror	to	conceiving	it	as	a	lamp.	So	a	Romantic	

answer	to	the	question	‘What	is	art?’	would	be	something	like	‘art	=	an	artifact	or	

performance	that	expresses	the	mind	(mental	states,	emotions,	etc.)	of	the	artist’,	



and	in	this	crude	statement	it	would	immediately	fall	to	counter-examples	like	my	

joyful	hopping.	

					A	second	kind	of	definition-centered	account	would	be	one	where	the	definition	

does	not	primarily	state	characteristics	that	are	intrinsic	to	the	concept	or	its	

bearers,	but	also	and	primarily	characteristics	that	are	extrinsic	or	delimitational.	

(on	the	distinction	with	specific	reference	to	the	concept	of	art,	see	Binkley	1976).	

So	Hegel	argues	that	there	are	three	sorts	of	practices	that	embody	what	he	calls	

‘Absolute	Spirit’,	religion,	art,	and	philosophy,	and	that	these	three	are	differentiated	

in	terms	of	their	relative	manner	of	embodiment	in	images	and	language.	

Analogously,	Claude	Lévi-Strauss	treats	art	and	myth	as	alternative	modes	of	the	

broader	activity	he	calls	‘bricolage’,	ways	of	putting	heterogeneous	things	together	

with	a	set	of	finite	tools	not	made	for	that	particular	task	of	composition.	Lévi-

Strauss	contraposes	‘mythical	reflection’	as	a	process	wherein	a	bricoleur	develops	

“structured	sets,	not	directly	out	of	other	structured	sets	[in	particular	out	of	bits	of	

language,	specifically	“the	rubble	of	earlier	social	discourse”]	(Lévi-Strauss	p.	25),	

but	from	the	residues	and	debris	of	events”,	over	against	art	which	through	

bricolage	sets	up	scale-models	of	the	world,	addressed	to	human	beings	who,	

through	contemplation,	come	to	form	supplementary	perspectives	on	what	is	

presented	in	the	model	(pp.	28-9).	The	concept	of	expression	typically	plays	no	

distinctive	role	in	these	accounts,	as	much	of	the	conceptual	work	involved	in	

constructing	them	will	involve	characterizing	the	distinctive	aims,	media,	and	

manner	of	treating	materials	in	the	various	large-scale	practices	(myth	and	art	for	

Lévi-Strauss;	religion,	art,	and	philosophy	for	Hegel).	

						A	different	class	of	approaches	starts	from	the	thought	that	the	concept	of	art	per	

se	is	too	indeterminate	or	too	complex	or	too	historically	variable	to	serve	as	the	

focus	of	inquiry;	a	more	secure	focus	for	reflection	is	the	concept	of	artistic	

meaningfulness,	either	in	general	across	art	forms,	or	in	particular	as	embodied	in	

distinctive,	concrete	art	forms	and	practices	such	as	painting	or	sculpture.	Perhaps	

the	most	elaborated	and	sophisticated	member	of	this	sub-class	of	ways	of	framing	

the	issue	comes	from	the	philosopher	Richard	Wollheim.	In	an	initial	formulation	he	

invokes	Lévi-Strauss’s	account	of	bricolage	as	provided	a	proto-image	of	the	creative	



process	in	art	wherein	materials	at	hand	acquire	(further)	meaning.	He	formulates	

this	as	‘the	bricoleur	problem’,	“why	certain	arbitrarily	identified	stuffs	or	process	

should	be	vehicles	of	art.”	(Wollheim	1980,	p.	43)	In	a	major	later	writing	he	

narrows	and	focuses	the	bricoleur	problem	into	the	question	of	how	artistic	

paintings	acquire	meaning.	Wollheim	characterizes	the	process	whereby	

meaningfulness	accrues	to	pictorial	making	as	‘thematization’,	where	in	marking	a	

surface	an	artist	notices	features—the	mark,	the	surface,	the	edge--,	and	is	guided	in	

their	further	marking	by	the	goal	of	endowing	the	emerging	picture	with	content,	

and	this	in	diverse	ways.	(Wollheim	1987,	pp.	19-23)	Content	in	artistic	painting	

draws	from	three	great	sources	in	human	capacities:	the	human	ability	to	see	and	

recognize	something	in	a	marked	surface,	as	expressed,	for	example,	when	one	looks	

at	a	drawing	and	sees	a	lion;	the	ability	to	see	things	as	expressive	of	emotions,	as	

when,	for	example,	one	looks	at	a	rainy	landscape	and	sees	it	as	melancholy;	and	the	

capacity	to	experience	visual	pleasure,	as	when,	for	example,	one	sees	a	picture	of	a	

domestic	interior,	and	recognizes	something	of	the	real	thing	in	its	depiction,	and	

simultaneously	something	of	the	depiction	in	the	real	thing.	(Wollheim	1987,	pp.	46-

100).	So	on	Wollheim’s	account,	expression	is	a	major	characteristic,	though	not	

invariably	one,	of	painting	practiced	as	an	art	form.		

	

2.		Now	in	the	modern	period	of	the	arts,	from	roughly	the	year	1800	through	the	

1950s,	the	appeal	to	a	particular	kind	of	expressiveness	is	overwhelming	dominant	

in	characterizing	both	the	distinctive	powers	of	the	arts	and	their	most	valuable	

instances.	On	the	classic	account	given	by	the	literary	scholar	M.	H.	Abrams,	there	

emerges	in	1800	in	the	poet	William	Wordsworth’s	Preface	to	his	volume	Lyric	

Ballads	the	‘expressive	theory’,	which	is	first	stated	as	a	definition	of	poetry:	

Wordsworth	writes	that	“Poetry	is	the	spontaneous	overflow	of	powerful	feelings,”	

that	is,	of	the	feelings	of	the	poet,	which	are	then	expressed	in	the	poem.	By	1833	

the	philosopher	John	Stuart	Mill	has	developed	this	into	a	philosophical	conception	

of	poetry:	(a)	lyric	poetry	is	“more	eminently	and	peculiarly	poetry	than	any	other”;	

(b)	the	best	kind	of	poetry	is	‘natural	poetry’	wherein	human	feeling	enters	more	

intensely	than	in	other	kinds	of	poetry;	(c)	the	aim	of	the	best	kind	of	poetry	is	not	



the	depiction	of	the	world,	but	rather	of	the	poet’s	state	of	mind	in	contemplating	

the	world;	and	(d)	the	best	poetry	is	fundamentally	a	soliloquy,	where	the	primary	

audience	of	the	poem	is	the	poet	herself;	other	readers	besides	the	poet	may	be	

entranced	by	the	poem	and	pay	homage	to	the	poet,	but	their	responses,	whether	

positive	or	negative,	play	no	role	in	determining	the	value	of	the	poem.	(Abrams,	pp.	

21-26)	Perhaps	the	clearest	statement	of	the	expressive	theory,	and	one	that	was	

most	influential	in	the	first	half	of	the	twentieth-century,	was	that	given	by	Leo	

Tolstoy	in	his	late	work	What	is	Art?		Tolstoy	defines	art	(Section	V)	as	“that	human	

activity	which	consists	in	one	man’s	consciously	conveying	to	others,	by	certain	

external	signs,	the	feelings	he	has	experienced,	and	in	others	being	infected	by	those	

feelings	and	also	experiencing	them.”	And	similarly	to	the	way	Mill	connected	the	

definition	of	art	with	an	account	of	artistic	value,	Tolstoy	continues	(Section	XV):	

“The	stronger	the	infection	the	better	the	art	is	as	art,	regardless	of	its	content—that	

is,	independently	of	the	worth	of	the	feelings	it	conveys.	Art	becomes	more	or	less	

infectious	owing	to	three	conditions:	(1)	the	greater	or	lesser	particularity	of	the	

feeling	conveyed;	(2)	the	greater	or	lesser	clarity	with	which	the	feeling	is	conveyed;	

and	(3)	the	artist’s	sincerity,	that	is,	the	greater	or	lesser	force	with	which	the	artist	

himself	experiences	the	feelings	he	conveys.”	For	Tolstoy	the	third	condition	is	the	

most	important,	as	the	particularity	and	clarity	of	the	feelings	expressed	in	a	work	

flow	from	the	artist’s	sincerity	in	initially	feeling.	

					This	basic	conception	of	the	expressive	theory	is	prima	facie	afflicted	by	two	

overlapping	implausibilities,	as	was	frequently	noticed.	First,	the	basic	conception	

perhaps	requires,	and	certainly	implies,	that	the	artist	must	be	in	the	grips	of	the	

emotion	expressed	in	her	art	work	during	the	conception	and	creation	of	the	work.	

But	the	testimony	of	history	counts	against	this,	as	when	a	happy	poet	produces	a	

melancholy	poem	(the	crudeness	of	the	example,	as	evidenced	in	the	use	of	the	

terms	‘happy’	and	‘melancholy’,	is	not	atypical	in	the	discussions	of	the	theory).	

Secondly,	the	basic	conception	of	the	expressive	theory	seems	to	require	that	the	

feeling	expressed	in	the	finished	work	was	experienced	by	the	artist	with	the	same	

identity,	and	the	same	degree	of	determinacy	and	detail,	prior	to	the	artist’s	making	

the	work.	This	seems	to	disallow	the	intuition	that	artist’s	frequently	discover	what	



the	work	expresses	in	the	very	process	of	making	the	work.	More	developed	

versions	of	the	expressive	theory	will	then	take	into	account	these	objections,	and	

allow	that	the	artist	need	only	be	familiar	with	the	feeling	or	emotion	to	be	

expressed,	and	not	necessarily	in	the	grips	of	it;	and	that	the	feeling	or	emotion	

expressed	in	the	work	may	be	an	elaboration	and	developed	version	of	what	the	

artist	was	initially	familiar	with.	But	whether	in	its	basic	or	developed	conception,	

the	expressive	theory	can	plausibly	thought	to	underlie	and	legitimate	much	

prominent	visual	art	of	the	first	half	of	the	twentieth-century.	The	art	critic	Roger	

Fry,	for	example,	testifies	in	1920	to	the	importance	of	Tolstoy’s	statement	of	it	in	

sweeping	away	the	concern	for	beauty	in	the	visual	arts,	and	replacing	it	with	a	focal	

concern	upon	the	artist’s	sensibility,	her	feelings,	emotions,	and	moods,	and	how	

these	might	be	expressed	in	the	creative	process	and	in	a	finished	work	of	art.	

					In	1948	the	art	historian	Meyer	Schapiro	delivered	a	lecture	entitled	‘The	Value	of	

Modern	Art’,	ostensibly	in	response	to	a	series	of	public	attacks	on	modern	art	by	

the	director	of	the	Metropolitan	Museum	in	New	York	City	and	the	president	of	the	

United	States.	These	worthies	denigrated	modern	art	as	respectively	“meaningless	

and	pornographic”	and	“unhealthy.”	In	response	Schapiro	offered	a	defense	of	

modern	art	in	the	form	of	a	stylistic	analysis,	first	characterizing	the	typical	subjects	

and	manners	of	treating	those	subjects,	then	uncovering	aims	and	assumptions	of	

the	art.	(Schapiro,	pp.	134-141)	The	typical	themes	of	modern	art	are	(i)	“things	that	

belong	to	the	direct	experience	of	the	eye	.	.	.	that	part	of	our	everyday	world	that	we	

experience	simply	by	looking	at	it,”	such	as	landscapes,	domestic	interiors,	and	

beautiful	human	beings;	(ii)	“the	world	of	the	artist,”	especially	the	artist’s	studio	

and	its	contents;	(iii)	“the	consciousness	of	art	itself,”	paradigmatically	in	abstract	

paintings	such	elements	as	colors,	lines,	spots,	and	patches;	and	(iv)	“the	world	of	

the	self,”	including	the	artist’s	feelings,	dreams,	and	free	associations.	The	typical	

manners	of	rendering	these	themes	are	likewise	four:	(a)	the	work	exhibits	“a	most	

vivid	sense	of	its	making,”	as	with	the	visible	and	isolated	touch	or	stroke;	(b)	the	

work	foregrounds	“the	concreteness	of	the	surface,”	so	that	the	work	manifests	itself	

not	as	it	were	something	to	be	looked	through,	but	rather	to	be	looked	at,	so	as	to	

register	“a	new	frankness	and	directness	of	expression;”	(c)	the	work	is	pervaded	



with	a	new	sense	of	‘randomness’,	so	that	the	composition	“looks	undesigned,	

independent	of	any	a	priori	scheme;”	and	(d)	the	work	foregrounds	the	activity	of	

‘transformation’	so	“that	we	are	aware,	simultaneously,	of	a	raw	material	that	has	

provided	certain	themes	or	elements	of	form	and	the	final	processed	result,	in	such	

a	manner	that	both	are	somehow	preserved	in	the	work.”	There’s	a	great	deal	

further	that	could	be	said	about	this	analysis,	which	strikes	me	illuminating,	indeed	

profoundly	penetrating;	but	for	our	purposes	I	can	only	turn	to	Schapiro’s	further	

consideration	of	what	assumptions	are	made	in	the	very	practice	of	modern	art,	if	

something	like	this	stylistic	account	is	accurate.	Schapiro	follows	the	analysis	with	a	

consideration	of	the	change	in	taste	represented	by	modern	art.	He	notes	that	along	

with	the	rise	of	modern	art	itself	“more	of	the	art	of	the	world	is	accessible	to	

modern	art	than	was	available	in	the	past.”	(p.	146)	What	made	this	change	of	taste	

possible	was	the	prior	acceptance	of	two	aesthetic	principles	basic	to	modern	art:	

“first,	that	any	mark	made	by	a	human	being,	any	operation	of	the	hand,	is	

characterized	by	tendencies	toward	form,	toward	coherence	.	.	.	[and]	Secondly,	

every	such	product	of	the	human	hand	or	the	human	personality	has	what	we	call	

physiognomic	qualities.	It	is	felt	by	us	instantly	as	a	piece	of	the	soul	or	the	self	that	

produced	it.”	This	widespread	acceptance	of	something	like	this	second	principle	

must	underlie	the	plausibility	of	the	expressive	theory;	as	already	in	the	early	

formulations	of	Mill	and	others,	the	work	and	the	sensibility	(or	‘soul’	or	‘self’)	of	the	

artist	are	of	the	same	substance,	and	so	one	can	reliably	infer	back	from	a	perceived,	

expressive	work	to	artist’s	sensibility	and	the	expressive,	meaning-bearing	aspects	

of	the	creative	process.	

				If	something	like	Schapiro’s	account	is	accurate	for	the	period	immediately	after	

World	War	II,	then	it	has	something	of	the	character	of	the	flight	of	the	owl	of	

Minerva,	the	bird	of	wisdom	that	flies	at	dusk;	for	this	deeply	entrenched	practical	

ideology	of	modern	art	that	consists	of	adherence	to	the	two	basic	aesthetic	

principles,	and	which	is	manifest	in	the	seemingly	common-sense	character	of	the	

expressive	theory,	collapses	in	the	following	decade	or	two.		

	



3.	I	turn	now	to	the	consideration	of	what	seems	to	be	a	major	shift	in	these	

conceptualizations	and	usages	of	the	concept	of	expression	around	1960.	One	might	

think	that	radicality	of	this	shift,	which	seems	to	result	in	the	broad	abandonment	of	

the	expressive	theory,	is	one	of	the	marks	of	the	end	of	the	modern	period	in	the	

arts,	and	marks	the	beginning	of	a	new	period,	nowadays	usually	referred	to	as	

‘contemporary	art’,	and	it	does	seem	that	the	particular	conceptualization	of	modern	

art	that	Meyer	Schapiro	so	brilliantly	laid	out	(as	discussed	in	the	previously	posted	

part	2)	loses	its	social	actuality	around	1960.	On	the	other	hand,	the	expressive	

theory	certainly	survives	to	this	day,	if	only	in	an	etiolated	and	fragmentary	way	in	

the	common-sense	thought	that	all	art	is	in	some	sense	a	kind	of	self-expression.	

						Perhaps	the	most	common	view	of	the	beginning	of	distinctively	contemporary	

visual	art	is	that	it	arises	with	the	work	of	Andy	Warhol,	in	particular	his	silk	screens	

from	the	years	1962	to	1965,	such	as	his	numerous	pieces	consisting	of	repeated,	

blown-up	images	of	celebrities	such	as	Marilyn	Monroe,	or	of	instantly	recognizable	

instances	of	everyday	industrialized	commodities	such	as	Campbell’s	soup	cans.		An	

enormous	amount	has	been	written	about	these	works,	but	for	purposes	of	

considering	their	role	in	contributing	to	the	demise	of	the	expressive	I	turn	to	the	

classic	review	by	the	poet	and	critic	David	Antin	from	1966.	In	his	review	Antin	

attempts	to	describe	and	analyze	what	he	calls	“the	most	curious	aspects”	of	

Warhol’s	work	which	arise	as	if	out	of	an	examination	of	the	statement	“An	image	is	

a	proposition	about	reality.”	Antin	notes	several	salient	characteristics	of	Warhol’s	

works:	the	faces	in	the	images	he	reproduces	and	multiplies	are	for	the	most	part	

presented	frontally;	the	images	are	enlarged;	the	images	are	typically	presented	in	a	

way	that	omits	their	context;	and	the	repeated	images	are	unlike,	in	that	they	are	

printed	with	different	degrees	of	clarity,	and	the	coloring	of	the	images	changes	

from	instance	to	instance,	and	in	a	seemingly	arbitrary	manner.	Because	the	figures	

presented	are	instantly	recognizable,	and	the	operations	of	mechanical	

reproduction,	repetition,	and	arbitrary	application	of	somewhat	misaligned	coloring	

evoke	extended	mechanical	and	chemical	processes	to	which	an	original	image	is	

subjected,	Antin	declares	that	Warhol’s	central	interest	is	in	“the	deteriorated	

image,”	and	that	in	Warhol’s	hands	this	type	of	image	is	intrinsically	enigmatic	



because	“there	is	no	apparent	context	to	which	it	can	be	related,	and	yet	the	scale,	

the	centrality	suggest	that	there	is	some	context.”	One	kind	of	context	that	would	

provide	the	image	with	intelligibility	would	be	a	narrative	context:	if	the	depicted	

faces	could	be	seen	as	playing	a	role	in	an	intelligible	sequence	of	actions,	the	faces	

would	thereby	gain	some	determinate	expression	as	a	manifestation	of	the	person’s	

reaction	to	some	action	or	actions.	Yet	for	Warhol’s	most	disturbing	images,	such	as	

the	Marilyns,	there	is	some	context,	some	“sense	of	hidden	meaning	.	.	.	enhanced	by	

public	tragedy	.	.	.	Surely	lurking	somewhere	behind	it	is	some	cue,	some	

information	communicating	a	private	agony.”	Despite	the	images’	‘deteriorated’	

quality,	we	maintain	some	“belief	in	the	moment	of	truth	made	visible.”	In	light	of	

our	previous	discussion	of	Schapiro’s	account	of	modern	art,	we	could	say	that	

something	of	that	art’s	basic	assumption	of	the	physiognomic	and	expressive	

character	of	marks	and	images	is	retained.	But	while	the	assumption	is	mobilized,	

the	viewer’s	desire	for	some	determinate	expression	is	never	satisfied:	“Somewhere	

in	the	image	there	is	a	proposition.	It	is	unclear.”	This	way	in	which	everything	in	

Warhol’s	work	of	this	period	conspires	to	incite	a	desire	that	it	never	satisfies	seems	

to	fit	comfortably	under	the	philosopher	Bence	Nanay’s	recent	suggestion	for	

characterizing	artistic	profundity	as	a	quality	of	“actively	challenging	any	

straightforward	interpretative	activity	(while	at	the	same	time	nudges	[sic]	you	to	

keep	on	trying	to	interpret	it).”	

					In	order	to	see	something	of	how	this	break-up	of	the	expressivist	theory	in	

contemporary	art	plays	out,	let’s	consider	the	work	of	the	painter	Frank	Bowling,	in	

whose	work	the	key	assumption	of	the	expressivist	theory	is	rejected	and	heroically	

exposed.	Bowling	was	born	in	British	Guiana	in	1934,	and	moved	to	London	in	1953.	

Bowling	was	a	late	starter	though	rapid	learner,	only	beginning	to	paint	and	draw	in	

the	mid-late	1950s,	and	entering	art	school	in	1958.	Already	by	1962	the	art	critic	

and	historian	Norbert	Lynton	identified	Bowling	in	print	as	“an	expressionist	of	

striking	power	and	individuality”	and	noted	that	“[Bowling]	draws	his	material	from	

immediate	experience,	and	endows	that	material	with	a	passionate	vividness	that	

makes	self-identification	unavoidable.”	(quoted	in	Gooding,	p.	37)	In	the	mid-1960s	

Bowling	moved	to	New	York	City,	where	he	was	closely	involved	with	major	figures	



in	poetry	and	the	visual	arts,	including	the	painter	Larry	Rivers	and,	in	the	early	

1970s,	the	art	critic	Clement	Greenberg.	He	spent	several	years	in	the	late	1960s	

attempting	to	align	himself	with	the	emerging	Black	Arts	movement,	the	fruit	of	

which	were	a	number	of	large	paintings	of	maps,	primarily	of	South	America	or	

Africa,	done	over	with	largely	monochrome	washes.	By	the	early	1970s	he	rejected	

the	premises	of	Black	Arts	ideology,	stating	in	1976	“I	spent	the	from	late	’67	to	’71	

suffering	through	the	whole	nonsense	about	Black	Art.	I	used	up	an	awful	lot	of	

physical	and	psychic	energy	trying	to	get	that	together,	and	I	found	most	of	it	had	

nothing	to	do	with	my	real	self	.	.	.	there	is	no	Black	Art.	There	is	Classical	or	Tribal	

African	Art,	but	not	Black	Art.	I	believe	that	the	Black	soul,	if	there	can	be	such	a	

thing,	belongs	in	Modernism.	Black	people	are	a	quite	new	and	original	people.”	

(quoted	in	Gooding,	p.	78;	note	Bowling’s	affirmation	that	his	art	should	and	does	

have	‘something	to	do’	with	his	‘real	self’)	In	1972	Bowling	abandoned	figuration,	

never	to	return	to	it,	in	favor	of	large	abstract	canvases	that	initially	evoked	

atmospheric	fields	and	horizons	with	broad	bands	of	monochrome	mists.	By	the	late	

1970s	the	application	of	the	paint	became	denser,	and	gravitational	pulls	in	varying	

directions	emerged	as	orientations	multiplied	and	became	less	certain.	Color	and	its	

seemingly	infinite	permutations	through	expanse,	saturation,	juxtaposition,	and	

overlaying	became	Bowling’s	focus.	The	question	then	arises:	how	might	this	

trajectory,	culminating	with	the	particularly	distinguished	body	of	work	of	the	past	

three	decades,	be	understood	as	of	a	piece	with	Bowling’s	interest	in	an	art	that	has	

‘something	to	do’	with	his	real	self?	

					I	do	not	know	how	to	give	anything	like	a	fully	satisfying	answer	to	this	question,	

but	part	of	the	answer	must,	I	think,	involve	some	consideration	of	a	single	piece	of	

writing	that	Bowling	has	cited	a	number	of	times	as	particularly	important	to	him.	

This	piece	is	an	essay	by	the	philosopher	Richard	Wollheim	(whose	work	on	artistic	

meaning	was	briefly	canvassed	in	the	earlier	second	part	of	this	lecture)	published	

in	1964	entitled	‘On	Expression	and	Expressionism’.	It’s	certainly	unusual	that	a	

working	artist	would	consider	such	a	difficult	piece	of	academic	writing	as	central	to	

his	work.	This	essay	was	Wollheim’s	first	attempt	at	making	sense	of	the	obscure	

concept	of	expression	in	art;	over	the	following	thirty-five	years	he	was	to	devote	



several	papers	and	chapters	of	books	to	the	topic,	most	of	which	develop	a	positive	

account	of	artistic	expression	as	a	variety	of	artistic	meaning	that	drew	from	the	

human	capacity	to	perceive	parts	of	nature	as	embodying	emotions,	with	the	

additional	point	that	the	realized	intentions	of	the	artist	provide	a	criterion	of	

correct	perception	of	expression	in	non-natural,	artistic	contexts.	This	first	attempt	

by	Wollheim,	one	that	made	such	an	impression	upon	Bowling,	is	distinguished	

from	his	later	writings	on	the	topic	in	its	largely	negative	and	questioning	character:	

the	last	page	of	the	essay	contains	ten	sentences	that	end	with	question	marks!	I	

restrict	consideration	of	this	intricately	argued	piece	to	points	that	touch	on	aspects	

of	the	expressivist	theory.	Wollheim	begins	with	a	discussion	from	the	opening	

pages	of	an	“odd	and	penetrating”	book	by	the	psychoanalyst	Marion	Milner,	

published	under	the	pseudonym	Joanna	Field,	entitled	On	Not	Being	Able	to	Paint.	

Milner’s	book	describes	her	difficulties	in	making	drawings	and	paintings	that	

successfully	expressed	the	moods	and	ideas	she	intended	to	express;	indeed,	she	

found	that	her	pictures	expressed	‘the	opposite’	of	what	she	intended.	Wollheim	

then	pursues	the	question	of	what	it	would	mean	to	(successfully)	express	one’s	

emotions	in	a	work	of	art,	something	we	might	attempt	to	indicate	by	saying	in	a	

highly	metaphorical	way	that	the	artist	has	‘put’		“a	particular	feeling	or	emotion	

into	an	object	of	activity.”	(273)	Characterizing	expression	in	this	manner	involves	

two	distinct	items--an	activity	(say,	of	painting),	and	a	result	of	the	activity	(say,	a	

mark)—in	a	determinate	relationship.	Now,	what	we	have	called	the	expressivist	

theory,	and	what	Wollheim	touches	on	in	a	reference	to	the	account	of	abstract	

expressionist	painting	influentially	given	by	the	critic	Harold	Rosenberg,	assumes	

that	“the	transmission	of	expressiveness	[passes]	from	activity	to	trace.”	As	we	have	

seen,	this	is	the	key	claim	of	the	expressivist	theory,	from	which	follows	its	

characterization	of	the	work	of	art	and	of	the	appropriate	activity	of	the	viewer	or	

reader.	That	is,	on	this	account	the	character	of	the	activity	of	making	embodies	

some	mental	state	of	the	artist,	and	this	same	mental	state	is	expressed	in	the	work	

that	results	from	that	activity.	But	how	can	this	happen?	Wollheim	suggests	that	

such	expressiveness	can	only	arise	as	a	result	of	the	artist’s	use	of	the	specific	

characteristics	of	the	material	that	is	worked,	and	out	of	the	specific	manner	of	the	



work.	And	these	are	not	something	that	can	be	fully	determined	in	advance.	Since	

the	same	sort	of	(expressive)	activity	could	give	rise	to	qualitatively	different	

expressions,	“we	must	conclude	that	there	is	no	necessary	transmission	of	

expressiveness	from	activity	to	trace.”	(281)	More	securely	grounded	is	the	

transmission	of	expressiveness	from	trace	to	activity:	to	perceive	and	appreciate	

artistic	expressiveness,	one	does	not	begin	with	observed	activity	of	an	artist,	and	

then	attribute	expressiveness	to	the	resultant	remark;	rather	some	playing	a	

particular	role,	someone	called	‘the	spectator’	(who	could	be	the	artist	herself	

playing	the	role)	must	first	see	the	mark,	and	in	seeing	it,	judge	it	an	instance	of	

successful	expression.	The	spectator	may	then	infer	back	from	mark	to	expressive	

activity,	expressive,	that	is,	of	the	sort	of	activity	from	which	that	very	mark	would	

result.	Here,	in	this	initial	essay,	Wollheim	goes	no	further,	except	to	raise	

difficulties	in	the	form	of	a	series	of	questions	for	the	assumptions	behind	the	idea	

that	artistic	expression	could	be	the	result	of	an	artist	painting	in	a	manner	guided	

by	rules.		

						One	might	think	that	Wollheim’s	arguments	in	philosophy	against	the	idea	that	

artistic	expression	flows	from	activity	to	mark	loosely	harmonize	with	the	

widespread	rejection	around	1960	in	the	arts	of	the	kinds	of	modern	poetics	in	

which	the	expressivist	theory	finds	its	home,	in	Warhol	and	many	others.	But	how	

might	this	particular	essay	of	Wollheim’s	figured	in	Bowling’s	determination	to	

pursue	his	‘real	self’	as	a	Black	modernist	who	works	outside	the	framework	of	

Black	Art?		

	

4.	In	the	previous	posting,	I	introduced	two	pieces	of	evidence	that	might	be	cited	in	

support	of	the	claim	that	by	around	1960	something	of	the	self-evident	character	of	

the	expressivist	theory	in	the	visual	arts	had	been	lost,	and	with	that	loss	something	

of	the	intelligibility	of	the	appeal	of	expression	in	the	arts	generally.	For	on	the	

expressivist	theory	part	of	the	content,	and	indeed	the	distinctively	artistic	content,	

of	an	artwork	was	that	the	work	embodied	an	expression	of	the	artist’s	subjectivity,	

usually	her	mental	life,	and	specifically	her	feelings,	emotions,	and	moods.	If	one	

additionally	adopts	something	like	the	views	of	the	philosopher	of	art	Arthur	Danto,	



that	an	artist’s	individual	style	expresses	her	unique	point-of-view	on	the	world,	and	

that	part	of	the	value	of	the	arts	generally	is	that	they	provide	us,	the	viewers	and	

listeners,	with	the	opportunity	to	experience,	understand,	and	appreciate	the	world	

from	others’	points	of	view,	then	the	attractiveness	and	durability	of	the	expressivist	

view	becomes	clear:	a	work	of	art	expresses	the	artist’s	sensibility,	and	fulfilling	this	

function	is	the	point	and	value	of	the	arts.	

					But,	as	I’ve	suggested,	there	is	little	plausibility	in	the	expressivist	theory,	at	least	

in	its	basic	form	as	stated	from	Wordsworth	to	Tolstoy,	and,	as	I’ve	hinted,	there	is	

little	in	contemporary	visual	arts	to	suggest	that	the	theory	is	part	of	the	working	

ideology	of	artists,	even	in	the	theory’s	modified	and	most	sophisticated	forms.	In	

this	final	part	of	the	lecture	I’ll	try	to	convey	of	feel	the	roles	that	expression	plays	in	

contemporary	art	through	a	brief	consideration	of	the	work	of	one	of	the	founding	

contemporary	artists,	Nam	June	Paik,	as	well	as	a	current	practitioner,	the	dance-

theater	artist	Carol	Trindade.	Now	one	indication	of	how	the	conception	of	

expression	shifts	from	its	characteristic	employment	in	modern	art	to	its	use	in	

contemporary	art	might	be	seen	in	an	influential	and	controversial	essay	by	the	

philosopher	Theodor	Adorno	from	1955	entitled	‘The	Aging	of	the	New	Music’.	This	

essay	was	originally	a	lecture	given	in	a	critical,	even	polemical,	attempt	to	

understand	and	intervene	in	the	practice	of	experimental	music	in	Europe	as	it	was	

presented	and	developed	at	yearly	meetings	at	Darmstadt	in	West	Germany.	Adorno	

was	particularly	concerned	to	analyze	and	attack	what	he	viewed	as	an	artistically	

and	politically	naïve	attempt	by	composers	to	eliminate	the	appeal	to	subjectivity	in	

musical	composition,	in	favor	of	two	characteristics	of	composition	and	its	

motivating	ideologies.	First,	he	was	opposed	to	the	idea	that	music	composition	

could	and	should	be	understood	as	the	application	of	procedures	and	techniques	

prior	to	the	activity	of	composition.	On	that	ideology,	once	the	composer	had	

decided	upon	certain	materials	and	certain	procedures	for	transforming	those	

materials,	the	rest	of	the	composition	was	a	quasi-mechanical	application.	Second,	

this	technicist	conception	of	musical	composition	was	partly	motivated	by	the	aim	

to	eliminate	the	appeal	to	the	composer’s	sensibility	in	favor	of	displaying	the	non-

intentional	expressiveness	of	the	materials,	that	is,	the	sounds,	themselves.	Against	



this	conception	Adorno	urged:	“It	is	not	expression	as	such	that	must	be	exorcised	

from	music	.	.	.	rather	the	element	of	transfiguration,	the	ideological	element	of	

expression,	has	grown	threadbare.”	So	rather	than	reject	(subjective)	expression	as	

such,	what	is	needed	“is	for	expression	to	win	back	the	density	of	experience.”	(p.	

191)	

					What	might	it	mean	to	‘win	back	the	density	of	experience’?	My	suggestion	here	is	

that	we	can	see	in	major	aspects	of	contemporary	art	something	of	the	enriched	

expression	Adorno	called	for,	and	with	it	part	of	the	working	out	of	the	

consequences	of	rejecting	the	expressivist	theory.	Among	many	possible	examples,	

let’s	consider	one	of	the	founding	figures	of	contemporary	art,	Nam	June	Paik,	who	

is	widely	credited	with	introducing	the	use	of	television	as	an	artistic	medium,	as	

well	as	helping	found	video	as	an	art	kind,	both	starting	in	the	mid-1960s.	I’d	like	

consider	though	the	inauguration	of	his	poetics	from	the	late	1950s	through	the	

early	1960s.	Born	in	1934,	Paik	had	gone	to	West	Germany	in	the	mid-1950s	to	

study	advanced	musical	composition	and	wrote	a	dissertation	on	the	composer	

Arnold	Schoenberg.	In	1958	he	heard	music	and	lectures	by	the	composer	John	

Cage,	and	thereafter	he	considered	this	the	founding	event	of	his	artistic	practice.	By	

that	time	Cage	had	developed	techniques	for	using	chance	operations	in	musical	

composition,	as	well	as	using	what	he	called	‘indeterminacy’,	wherein	the	composer	

stipulates	a	certain	situation	for	performance,	such	as	length	of	time	of	a	piece,	the	

instruments	to	be	used,	and	something	of	the	manner	in	which	they	shall	be	played,	

but	leaves	large	aspects	of	the	piece	unscripted;	in	an	indeterminate	piece	a	great	

deal	is	left	to	the	performers,	and	so	successive	performances	of	the	same	piece	

might	not	be	audibly	recognizable	as	such.	As	described	in	Martin	Iddon’s	Music	at	

Darmstadt,	Paik	was	struck	by	a	number	of	aspects	of	Cage’s	work.	He	asked	Cage	

how	he	chose	among	different	chance	realizations	of	certain	procedures,	that	is,	

what	sort	of	criteria	Cage	might	use	to	determine	relatively	successful	and	

unsuccessful	outcomes	of	the	operations.	Cage	replied	that	it	didn’t	matter	which	

ones	were	used.	Paik	took	this	to	mean,	as	he	later	said,	that	such	an	art	pursued	in	

such	a	manner	would	be	‘always	young’.	Arthur	Danto	cites	a	remark	suggestive	of	a	

similar	though	more	general	diagnosis	was	made	by	the	artist	Dick	Higgins,	who	



was	part	of	the	artistic	movement	Fluxus	that	Paik	also	aligned	himself	with	a	few	

years	later,	and	other	of	whose	members	had	been	members	of	Cage’s	composition	

seminar	in	New	York	City	in	the	late	1950s:	“back	when	the	world	was	young—that	

is	around	the	year	1958.”	(Danto	2005,	p.	334)		Paik	conceptualized	his	subsequent	

work	as	a	kind	of	‘post-music’.	Paik’s	work	clustered	around	three	foci:	1.	Non-

traditional	performative	works,	notably	including	his	contribution	to	Karl-Heinz	

Stockhausen’s	theater-happening	Originale,	wherein	Paik	buttoned	and	unbuttoned	

his	jacket;	a	performance	that	included	Paik	destroying	a	piano	and	cutting	off	the	

tie	of	John	Cage,	who	was	sitting	unawares	in	the	audience;	and	a	number	of	erotic	

pieces	with	the	cellist	Charlotte	Moorman.	2.	Works	that	involved	the	manipulation	

of	televisions	and	television	screens.	3.	Works	for	video.	A	typical	instance	of	Paik’s		

performative	visual	‘post-music’	was	Zen	for	Head	(1962),	wherein	Paik	followed	

the	instructions	of	a	Fluxus	piece	by	the	composer	LaMonte	Young	by	dipping	his	

hair	into	a	bowl	of	ink	and	dragging	it	the	length	of	a	long	scroll	of	paper.	For	the	

restricted	concerns	of	this	lecture	I	only	note	that	while	these	works	seem	

immediately	expressive	of	an	avant-gardist	attitude	in	their	rejection	of	traditional	

artistic	skills,	media,	and	genres,	as	well	as	in	their	air	of	aggression,	there	is	nothing	

in	them	that	encourages	the	thought	that	they	are	expressions	of	Paik’s	mental	

states,	moods,	emotions,	or	feelings;	rather	they	aim	in	by-passing	inherited	modes	

to	address	direct	the	audience	and	induce	non-habitual	and	accordingly	non-

authorized,	and	so	relatively	heightened	responses.	As	Adorno	had	put	it	with	

regard	to	contemporaneous	music,	the	point	seems	to	be	play	with	conventions	in	

the	service	of	unforeseeable	rhetorical	effects,	a	way,	as	Paik	would	say,	of	keeping	

the	arts	young.	

					To	bring	this	lecture	to	a	close,	let’s	briefly	consider	a	very	recent	instance	of	

contemporary	art	that	displays,	so	I	suggest,	a	distinctively	contemporary	concern	

with	heightened	expressiveness	while	eliminating	any	trace	of	an	appeal	to	the	

artist’s	emotional	self	prior	to	the	actual	work.	Carol	Trindade	is	a	young	(born	in	

1999)	theater	artist	whose	work	so	far	consists	of	primarily	of	short	improvised	

performances	that	are	filmed	and	posted	on	Instagram	and	Facebook.	She	claims	as	

her	primary	artistic	sources	the	post-World	War	II	Japanese	art	of	butoh,	the	‘dance	



of	darkness’,	and	the	dance	theater	of	Pina	Bausch;	both	of	these	in	turn	have	

common	artistic	sources	in	the	work	and	thought	of	Rudolf	Laban	and	the	German	

Expressionist	dancer	and	choreographer	Mary	Wigman.		Trindade’s	most	ambitious	

piece	so	far	is	‘Intense	Butoh’	(2020),	an	astonishing	25-minute	performance	of	

facial	movements.	These	movements	are	mostly	suggestive	of	extreme	states,	with	

slow	shifts	of	the	mouth,	eyes,	and	eyebrows,	and	physiognomic	markers	of	loss	of	

control	including	drooling	and	weeping.	Yet,	unexpectedly,	at	no	moment	do	these	

movements	seem	to	coalesce	into	recognizable	expressions	of	emotional	states	of	

say	grief,	fear,	or	ecstasy.	Put	negatively,	what	we	are	offered	is	not	expression	but	

rather	the	destruction	of	expression	and	its	conventions;	put	positively,	what	seems	

revealed	is	the	sub-personal	source	of	expression,	a	seething	reservoir	of	proto-

expressive	elements.	What	the	philosopher	of	action	Carla	Bagnoli	has	said	of	butoh	

generally	applies	also	to	Trindade’s	eclectic	adaptation	of	it:	“butō	improvisation	

does	not	count	on	the	dancer	as	a	pre-defined	subject	existing	prior	to	and	

independently	of	her	performance.	In	contrast	to	these	interpretations,	I	hold	that	

there	are	normative	criteria	for	butō	improvisation,	which	govern	its	explorative	

and	generative	functions	by	a	training	based	on	unselfing.	This	model	turns	away	

from	the	rhetoric	of	spontaneous	free	movements	and	the	search	for	individual	

authenticity.	It	advocates	for	a	model	of	intentional	agency	that	it	is	not	mediated	by	

(individual	or	joint)	intentions,	but	aspires	to	generate	a	community	by	sharing	the	

experience	of	a	living	emotional	body.”	I	would	suggest	that	this	is	part	of	the	

achievement	of	contemporary	visual	art	more	generally:	to	recover	expressiveness	

from	the	expressivist	theory.	

	

--John	Rapko	

	

__________________________________	
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